Honda odyssey atv

Honda Odyssey was a line of single-seat four-wheel [1] all-terrain vehicles produced by the
Honda Corporation between and The first generation Honda Odyssey can be identified by the
yellow body with the black roll bar and no front bumper. Lack of suspension in the rear caused
problems with stress cracks in the frame and handling in rough terrain. Heating issues were
also an issue with this model. In the head light was moved from the front rack to the top of the
roll bar and the 6 volt system was changed to a 12 volt system. Options included a rear tote
rack, chevron pattern tires, and trailer hitch. In the second generation Honda Odyssey was
introduced. Although mechanically identical to the first generation, Honda changed the look of
the Odyssey by changing the colors to Honda Red and adding a full cage roll-bar. Other
improvements included improved shoulder harness padding, 60 watt rectangular headlight
mounted high on the roll-bar, improved water resistance in the torque converter, larger capacity
fuel filter, capacitor ignition CDI , roll bar mounted air intake, and redesigned steering geometry
allowing larger front shock absorbers and tighter turning radius. Honda used an independent
VIN system of their own design for FL Odysseys and the following is their breakdown by year.
Scheduled to appear in spring , [2] the FLR was delayed until early From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Categories : Honda ATVs. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. This includes FL as well as FL models produced from
through Be sure to check out our original website OdysseyATV. Emergency brake is a little
sticky. Have original exhaust with spark arrestor in good shape, plastics do have a [â€¦]. For the
past 10 years it has sat idle with a tarp [â€¦]. Runs great! Just replaced throttle cable as well as
seat cover. Also have a set of paddle rear tires for it. We have owned it for about 3 years. My 17
yr old son is [â€¦]. Fully restored full custom 85 FL Brand new rubber new dirt tires and sand
tires new light bars all new wiring. Centrifugal pulley belt [â€¦]. If you have reached this page
from our sister informational site at OdysseyATV. In our classifieds navigation you can browse
by year or model as well as narrow your search by state. You also might want to check out our
Website Disclaimer for how we post ads and our seller privacy information. You can also check
out one of our resource pages for more Odyssey media such as the following:. The FL was the
first model produced and was made from to It featured a cc air-cooled engine, thus being
denoted as the FL During these early years it was considered a go cart, despite having more
power than the average contemporary go kart. In Honda added a roll cage upgrading the FL to
dune buggy status. The FL came to market in with a cc engine however was quickly recalled
and the motor was reduced to cc. Various other improvements were made to the FL giving it
more of the true off-road racing capabilities of a dune buggy. Despite being improved, there
were still many issues with the FL which led Honda to discontinue the line. It was reintroduced 4
years later in with the FL Pilot. Like the FL however, the FL had a short run due to increased
injury and deaths related to the increase power and speed of the Pilot. Should you have any
questions about this site please feel free to Contact Us. Recent Listings. January 25, 0. October
27, 1. September 28, 2. August 29, 1. For where to find new parts check out our Parts page.
Classifieds Navigation Use the search box above for custom queries. You can also sort by year,
model or location in the navigation below. By Year Anchorage Fairbanks. Mohave County
Phoenix Tucson. Colorado Springs Denver Fort Collins. Chicago Rockford Springfield.
Evansville Indianapolis South Bend. Des Moines Sioux City. Kansas City Wichita. Lexington
Louisville. Baton Rouge. Detroit Grand Rapids. Kansas City Springfield St. Las Vegas Reno.
Long Island NYC. Charlotte Raleigh. Portland Salem. Allentown Philadelphia Pittsburgh.
Chattanooga Memphis. Salt Lake City. Madison Milwaukee. The Honda Odyssey ATV launched
at a time when three-wheelers were enjoying popularity â€” breaking the norm in the process
and becoming the only mass-produced four-wheeled dune buggy ever made. Its full roll cage,
low ground clearance, and aircraft-like yoke made it a huge success with consumers. With the
production of the Honda Odyssey ATV, Honda took a massive step in making recreational riding
more appealing and enjoyable. Read on and find out why the Odyssey turned out to be more
than just a dune buggy for the riding community and what makes it so well-loved even to this
day. Honda Odyssey ATV is a line of all-terrain vehicles designed to journey into the dunes â€”
a predecessor to the Honda Pilot ATV, which many off-roaders consider the best single-seat
buggy ever created. It is not to be confused with the Odyssey vans produced in the last two
decades. The Odyssey had three generations and two classes â€” a cc and a cc displacement.
The 1st generation Odyssey FL produced from â€” is easily distinguishable by its yellow body,
black roll bar, and the absence of a front bumper. Its model had the headlight moved from the
front to the top of the roll bar. Riders considered this ATV weak as its lack of rear suspension
resulted in frame cracks and handling difficulties when in rough terrain. These alterations
included:. This 3rd generation Odyssey was ahead of its time as it was the first buggy to include
a reverse gear in its three-speed transmission. Its other stellar features include independent

four-wheel suspension, high-mounted air intake, padded bucket seat with a competition-style
safety harness, a full roll cage, and a triangular headlight mounted on the roll bar changed from
the rectangular ones on older models. Electric starting also came standard. Initially, it was
released as a cc displacement but later on decreased to cc due to a product recall. They may
have had a few drawbacks here and there. But the Japanese manufacturer addressed all these
with the improvements done on the quad throughout its 8-year run. Minor tweaks were done to
the cylinder arrangement, and the carburetor slightly increased in size from 28 to 32 millimeters.
For both Odyssey models, power is delivered via a three-speed transmission. Additionally,
lighting voltage differed for models released in Canada compared to the rest of the market. It
was later standardized when the Odyssey FLR launched in Rear suspension was added to the
FLR in to make the quad more stable, as the first two generations of the Honda Odyssey ATV
flipped over easily. Front and rear brakes were changed to hydraulic discs, replacing the old
mechanical drums. Fuel capacity likewise increased for the model. The turning radius was made
tighter for cornering angles. All other alterations were relatively negligible. They typically have
add-ons such as LED lights or aftermarket carbs. Others are full custom rides with 1,cc
snowmobile engines, dirt tires, new light bars, powder-coated rims, new gas shocks, and a
centrifugal pulley belt. Some even come with a clean title! For Honda Odyssey FLs sold for
cheap, expect scratches, broken fenders or camshafts, choke cable installation, the need for
new brake pads or suspension starter if you buy any of these. The Honda Odyssey ATV is an
excellent base vehicle to experiment with, which is why a lot of owners have fun doing rebuilds
and upgrades on the vehicle. Among these are suspension mods that run the extent of modest
spacer lifts to insane pre-runner style mods that leave your four-wheeler almost unrecognizable.
Long travel suspension is somewhere in the middle of these upgrades and is very popular with
dune buggy owners. Some enthusiasts hunt down Odyssey ATVs just for the sole purpose of
tinkering with their suspension system. This upgrade will make your suspension system
extremely capable and will boost your confidence in conquering diverse terrain. However, the
trade-off is the fact that your suspension will require more maintenance, better-trained senses
to spot issues, and improved focus on the road to keep things under control. Additionally, this
suspension upgrade comes with the need for longer axles and scarcity of custom axles in
shops and through parts dealers. Shops that specialize in off-road vehicles are quite rare â€”
most mechanics veer away from touching systems that have been tampered with or outside of
manufacturer specs. The absence of sway bars will make your Odyssey sway during turns.
Tedious installations and huge expenses also come with modifications. In this video, Grind
Hard Plumbing Co shows mods done on a long-travel Odyssey, which they later took out for a
test drive:. Both modded and stock Oddys a nickname the off-roading community coined for the
Honda Odyssey ATV have their fair share of issues, such as tweaks or wear and tear. Here are
some of the most common hiccups the Odyssey has that you should be aware of:. Especially
for pre-loved FLs and FLRs, a known issue is the buildup of rust inside the steering wheel shaft,
resulting from a lack of thorough cleaning. When this happens, steering can get stuck and can
get you stranded in the middle of nowhere. Fixing this will require a lubricant and some
patience â€” getting to the steering shaft can be quite tricky. You will need to get the steering
stem out by disconnecting it entirely, removing the tie rods, and pulling the shaft out from the
bottom. A probable cause of this is the absence of oil in the gearbox; hence, there will be noise
when going forward or reversing. This is to be expected of year old machines like the Odyssey.
FLs usually have this symptom where the pull-start rope would not retract or locks up at 20 cm
or so. To rectify the problem, take the pull-start mechanism apart, clean it, lube all the needy
parts, and reassemble the whole thing. Do this, and your four-wheeler will be back to being
good as new! In more severe cases where the stator is impacted, engagement dogs fall out, or
wires are pulled out, you may need to do a complete pull-start rebuild. There are available kits
online â€” choose where you get your parts wisely. Nowadays, this is no longer a concern,
especially if you decide to replace stock bulbs with LED lights, which are more efficient. Grind
Hard Plumbing Co did a frame restoration and increase of ponies to hp. The presenters did not
give an estimate of their expenses, but you should be able to make out what to calculate from
this video:. Honda Motor Company Ltd. Almost 75 years have passed since Soichiro Honda
founded the compan
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y in The Japanese manufacturer continues to lead the industry with its innovations in mobility,
robotics, AI, and energy solutions. After three and a half decades since its last production run,
there is still much clamor for the Honda Odyssey ATV. Both the FL and FLR have earned a loyal

following â€” thanks to their lightweight built, sturdy girder-type chassis, and retro-style roll
bars. But more than these exterior features, what riders love most about the line is its floppy
tires , skeletal space frame, and the thrilling, wobbly riding experience that it provides.
Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class
predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through
the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. Long Travel Suspension The Honda
Odyssey ATV is an excellent base vehicle to experiment with, which is why a lot of owners have
fun doing rebuilds and upgrades on the vehicle. Continue Reading.

